Weyl semimetals are conductors whose low-energy bulk excitations are Weyl fermions, whereas their surfaces possess metallic Fermi arc surface states. These Fermi arc surface states are protected by a topological invariant associated with the bulk electronic wavefunctions of the material.
I. INTRODUCTION
The rich correspondence between high-energy particle physics and low-energy condensed matter physics has been a source of insights throughout the history of modern physics 1,2 .
It has led to important breakthroughs in many aspects of fundamental physics, such as the Planck constant and blackbody radiation, the Pauli exclusion principle and magnetism, as well as the Anderson-Higgs mechanism and superconductivity, which in turn helped develop materials with useful applications. In the past decade, the discovery of massless Dirac fermions in graphene and on the surface of topological insulators has taken center stage in condensed matter science and has led to novel considerations of the Dirac equation in Neutrinos were once thought to be such particles but were later found to possess a small mass. Recently, emergent, quasiparticle analogs of Weyl fermions have been discovered in certain electronic materials that exhibit strong spinorbit coupling and topological behavior.
Just as Dirac fermions emerge as signatures of topological insulators 4, 6 , in certain types of semimetals, such as tantalum or niobium arsenides, electrons behave like Weyl fermions.
In 1937, the physicist Conyers Herring considered the conditions under which electronic states in solids have the same energy and crystal momentum even in the absence of any particular symmetry 13 . Near such accidental band touching points, the low-energy excitations are described by the Weyl equation [13] [14] [15] . In recent times, these touching points have been studied theoretically in the context of topological materials and are referred to as Weyl points, and the quasiparticles near them are the emergent Weyl fermions [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . In these crystals, the quantum mechanical wave function of an electron state acquires a geometric or Berry phase when tracing out a closed loop in momentum space. This Berry phase is identical to that acquired by an electron tracing out a closed loop in real space in the presence of a magnetic monopole. In the same way that magnetic monopoles correspond to sources or sinks of magnetic flux, a Weyl semimetal hosts momentum space monopoles that correspond to sources or sinks of Berry curvature. These Berry curvature monopoles are precisely the Weyl points of a Weyl semimetal. Furthermore, the chirality of the Weyl fermion corresponds to the chiral charge of the Weyl point. In a Weyl semimetal, the chirality associated with each Weyl node can be understood as a topologically protected charge, hence broadening the classification of topological phases of matter beyond insulators. Remarkably, Weyl nodes are extremely robust against imperfections in the host crystal and are protected by the crystal's inherent translational invariance. The real-space Weyl points are associated with chiral fermions, and in momentum space they behave like magnetic monopoles. The fact that Weyl nodes are related to magnetic monopoles suggests that they will be found in topological materials that are in the vicinity of a topological phase transition. [36] [37] [38] .
In this review, we survey the experimental discovery of the first Weyl semimetal in TaAs.
We first provide some key elements of the theory of Weyl semimetals. Then, we offer a history and some intuition for Weyl semimetals from the point of view of a search problem.
Next, we review the key theoretical and experimental works of the discovery of the first Weyl semimetal in TaAs by ARPES. We also discuss the discovery of Weyl semimetals in the other compounds of the TaAs family, namely NbAs, TaP, and NbP. As an application of the ARPES results, we discuss observation of the chiral anomaly in TaAs by transport.
We further mention briefly, but in no way attempt to discuss exhaustively, a wide range of closely related topics, including: inversion-breaking Weyl semimetals beyond the TaAs class, topological line node semimetals, strongly Lorentz violating Type II Weyl semimetals, magnetic Weyl semimetals, and Weyl superconductors. These additional directions will no doubt continue to enrich a fascinating and rapidly developing field of research.
II. KEY CONCEPTS
Before reviewing the experimental discovery of Weyl fermion semimetals, we present a few key concepts useful to understand what follows. We do not by any means attempt to provide a complete review of the current theoretical understanding of Weyl semimetals.
We present an explicit theoretical model for a Weyl semimetal. We consider a two-band Bloch Hamiltonian in three dimensions,
The lattice constant is set to unity. Here, the σ are the Pauli matrices, k = (k x , k y , k z ) is the crystal momentum, t is a hopping parameter and h(k) is the 2 × 2 Bloch Hamiltonian matrix. We can see that at k ± W = (±k 0 , 0, 0), all three of the functions a(k), b(k) and c(k) simultaneously vanish. At these special k ± W the two bands are degenerate. We can expand the Hamiltonian in the vicinity of the k ± W to derive a low-energy effective model. We note that a(k)
However, we note that unlike H W (p), our effective theory h ± (p) shows a Weyl fermion which has different Fermi velocities in different momentum directions, and so is not isotropic.
This behavior is quite reasonable because Lorentz invariance is not required in low-energy effective theories in crystals. Next, we consider the effect of adding small, arbitrary perturbations to h(k), taking a (k) = a(k) + ∆a(k) and similar for b(k), c(k). Will such perturbations gap out the Weyl cones? To lowest order, we find a (k)
, where ∆k ± in general will depend on all three of the perturbing functions ∆a(k), ∆b(k) and ∆c(k). We see that the low-energy Hamiltonian remains gapless, but that the Weyl points move around in momentum space as we perturb the system.
The local stability of the Weyl points is related to the Chern number, a topological invariant well-known from the integer quantum Hall effect. The Chern number χ is defined as,
Here, A is the Berry connection and Ω is the Berry curvature. In the case of the integer quantum Hall effect, the system is two-dimensional, so we integrate over the entire Brillouin zone. To find the Hall conductivity of a quantum Hall state, we further sum the result over all occupied bands n. In the case of a Weyl semimetal, the system is three-dimensional, so we must choose some closed two-dimensional manifold within the bulk Brillouin zone and calculate the Chern number on that manifold. If we choose a small spherical manifold enclosing the Weyl point, we find that the Weyl point is associated with a Chern number χ = ±1. We refer to this χ as the chiral charge of the Weyl point. The chiral charge measures the Berry flux through the spherical manifold, analogous to Gauss's law in classical electrodynamics. In the same way as for an electric charge, the chiral charge is quantized and the Chern number on any manifold depends only on the enclosed chiral charge. semimetal is anomalous in the sense that it cannot arise in any isolated two-dimensional system, but only on the two-dimensional boundary of a three-dimensional bulk. However, the Fermi arc arguably provides the most dramatic example to date of an anomalous band structure, because unlike the Dirac cone surface state or any traditional two-dimensional band structure, the constant-energy contours do not even form closed curves.
III. SEARCH FOR MATERIALS
The paramount experimental challenge to the discovery of the first Weyl semimetal was finding suitable material candidates. It was necessary to find compounds available in highquality single crystals with Weyl fermions and Fermi arcs accessible under reasonable measurement conditions. In the five years or so preceding the discovery of TaAs, roughly from 2011 to 2015, the fundamental theory of Weyl semimetals was essentially available and powerful ARPES systems were ready to tackle the problem. The missing link was the lack of material candidates. In this section, we discuss the particular insights relating to material search that bridged theory to experiment and directly opened the experimental study of Weyl semimetals. We also highlight some open problems along these directions.
It was perhaps a historical accident that the community initially focused on time-reversal At the same, ARPES measurements are lacking, possibly because it has been difficult to grow large, high-quality single crystals or because it has been difficult to prepare a flat sample surface for measurement.
Shortly following the proposal for a time-reversal breaking Weyl semimetal in R 2 Ir 2 O 7 , Burkov and Balents proposed, also in 2011, an engineered time-reversal breaking Weyl semimetal in a heterostructure built up from topological insulator and magnetic layers 19 .
They provided a simple tight-binding model which explicitly includes the necessary ingredients for a Weyl semimetal and shows only two Weyl points, providing the "hydrogen atom" of a Weyl semimetal in theory. They also point out that their model shows a non-quantized anomalous Hall conductivity proportional to the separation of Weyl points in momentum space. Despite its theoretical significance, this model has remained unrealized in experiment.
It requires a topological insulator and a trivial insulator with suitable lattice match that can both be grown by a thin film technique such as molecular beam epitaxy. In addition, magnetism must somehow be incorporated into the system, either by doping or perhaps by replacing the trivial insulator with a ferromagnet. Studying the emergent band structure of such a system in experiment would also be a formidable challenge. it was challenging to grow high-quality single crystals with magnetic doping which gave rise to a useful magnetic order. Another concern is that the spin-splitting from a magnetic doping may be too small to produce Weyl points above available experimental resolution and spectral linewidth in an ARPES measurement.
It was gradually appreciated that an intrinsic material may be easier to study than an engineered or doped system. However, finding an intrinsic time-reversal breaking Weyl semimetal presents its own challenges. The original proposal for R 2 Ir 2 O 7 is a case in point, because the magnetic order is difficult to predict from calculation and has not been conclu-sively shown in experiment. Also, it is unclear whether the value of the correlation parameter U appropriate for the real material actually places the system in the Weyl semimetal phase.
In 2011, the same year of the proposal for R 2 Ir 2 O 7 and the topological insulator multilayer, 
A. Inversion symmetry breaking Weyl semimetal in TaAs
TaAs crystallizes in a body-centered tetragonal lattice system. The lattice constants are a = 3.437Å and c = 11.656Å, and the space group is I4 1 md (#109). The crystal consists of interpenetrating Ta and As sub-lattices, where the two sub-lattices are shifted by (a/2, a/2, δ), δ c/12. Figure 2a shows a schematic illustration of TaAs's crystal lattice.
Crucially, the lattice breaks inversion symmetry, allowing it to realize a Weyl semimetal.
The crystal can be viewed as a stack of square lattice layers of Ta or As (Fig. 2b) . A survey of the band structure shows that TaAs is a semimetal (Fig. 2c) . Further first-principles band structure calculations show that TaAs is a Weyl semimetal 26, 27 . Specifically, in the presence of spin-orbit coupling, the bands are non-degenerate everywhere in k space except at the Kramers' points due to the breaking of inversion symmetry. These non-degenerate bands intersect at 24 discrete points, the Weyl points, in the bulk Brillouin zone (Fig. 2d ).
On the (001) surface of TaAs, the 24 Weyl nodes project onto 16 points in the surface Brillouin zone. Eight projected Weyl points near the surface Brillouin Zone boundary (X andȲ points) have a projected chiral charge of ±1. The other eight projected Weyl points, close to midpoints of theΓ −X(Ȳ ) lines, have a projected chiral charge of ±2. Figure 2e shows the calculated surface state Fermi surface. Near the midpoint of eachΓ −X(Ȳ ) line, there is a crescent-shaped feature, which consists of two curves that join each other at the two end points. The two curves of the crescent are two Fermi arcs, and the two end points correspond to the projected Weyl points with projected chiral charge ±2. in TaAs were accessed by ARPES measurements at soft X-ray photon energies, which are sensitive to the bulk states. Soft X-ray data showed that the Fermi surface of TaAs consists of discrete points at specific incident photon energies and binding energies, at generic points in the Brillouin zone (Fig. 3a) . Away from these discrete points in binding energy, the bands dispersed linearly in both the in-plane momenta, k x and k y (Figs. 3b,c) and the outof-plane momentum k z (Figs. 3d) . The observation of linearly-dispersing band crossings at generic points in the bulk Brillouin zone demonstrated Weyl points and Weyl nodes in TaAs, showing that TaAs is a Weyl semimetal.
Independently of the bulk-sensitive soft X-ray ARPES measurements, surface-sensitive ARPES measurements at vacuum ultraviolet photon energies showed Fermi arcs on the (001) surface of TaAs. The ARPES measured Fermi surface showed three dominant features: a bowtie-shaped feature centered at theX point, a elliptical feature centered at theȲ point, and a crescent-shaped feature near the midpoint of eachΓ−X(Ȳ ) line (Fig. 4a) . The results were in excellent agreement with the ab initio calculation (Fig. 2e) . More extensive APRES measurements of the crescent showed that it consists of two segments joined together at their endpoints ( Fig. 4b) , strongly suggesting Fermi arcs. Ab initio calculation showed topological Fermi arcs in close agreement with the crescent observed in ARPES, showing that Fermi arcs were observed. A non-zero Chern number was also directly observed, providing another demonstrating of Fermi arcs from the ARPES data, see discussion below. Finally, ARPES data also showed that the terminations of the Fermi arcs coincide with the projections of the Weyl nodes, which demonstrated the bulk-boundary correspondence principle (Fig. 4d) , further confirming the observation of a Weyl semimetal in TaAs 28 . Later measurements by spin-resolved ARPES showed the spin texture of the Fermi arcs 77, 78 . In calculation, the spin texture was found to wind against the dispersion of the Fermi arc, so that if we traverse the Fermi arc in a clockwise way, the spin texture winds in a counter-clockwise way (Fig. 4c ).
This spin texture was directly measured by spin-resolved ARPES and was found to be in excellent agreement with the ab initio calculation (Fig. 4e,f ) . The relationship of the spin texture to the topological invariants of the bulk is not understood. It appears that there is no obvious constraint placed on the Fermi arc spin texture by the chiral charge of the Weyl points. We note that no spin-resolved soft X-ray ARPES end-station is currently available, which has hindered the measurement of the spin texture of the Weyl points and Weyl cones.
This has prevented the direct experimental measurement of the chiral charge in a Weyl semimetal. To directly measure the chiral charge, either the appropriate ARPES system must become available or a new material is needed where the bulk band structure can be accessed by vacuum ultraviolet ARPES.
A non-zero Chern number in TaAs was directly measured from an ARPES spectrum of the surface states 35 . The authors considered a cylindrical tube in the bulk Brillouin zone enclosing two Weyl points of the same chiral charge. The Chern number on this two dimensional manifold is +2 (Fig. 5a) . As a result, the one-dimensional edge of the cylindrical slice hosts protected chiral edge states which cross the bulk band gap and have net chirality +2 (Fig. 5b) . In this way, a Chern number can be directly measured in an ARPES spectrum of the surface state band structure by counting the net chirality of surface state crossings on a closed loop in momentum space (Fig. 5c ). It was found in ARPES that the one-dimensional band structure on the loop showed two edge states of the same chirality at the Fermi level, in agreement with the topological theory (Fig. 5d) . The direct measurement of a non-zero Chern number in TaAs by ARPES provides yet another independent demonstration that TaAs is a Weyl semimetal.
B. Criteria for topological Fermi arcs in Weyl semimetals
The case of TaAs showed that topological Fermi arcs do not always appear as disjoint arcs. Specifically, in TaAs, the Fermi arcs appeared in pairs which together formed a closed contour. As a result, the signature of a Fermi arc in the experiments on TaAs was not a disjoint arc but rather a Chern number or a surface state kink, as discussed above. More generally, it was directly relevant for experiment to understand the ways that a topological Note that while (1), (2) and (3) describe properties of a constant-energy slice of the Fermi surface, the counting argument (4) requires a measurement of the dispersion. We note also that criterion (4) allows us to determine all bulk topological invariants and Weyl points of a material by studying only its surface states.
One caveat in this rather formal analysis is that in a real ARPES experiment we never rigorously measure only the surface or bulk states, but rather some combination of the two.
There are, furthermore, many experimental scenarios where a surface state unrelated to Fermi arcs can naïvely satisfy one of the criteria. For instance, the photoemission cross section of certain bands or certain regions of a band may be suppressed under particular measurement conditions. This effect can give rise to an apparently disjoint contour or an apparent Chern number in a completely topologically trivial material. In addition, a kink will always be smeared out in an experiment, so that it can be challenging to distinguish between a kink and a smooth but rapidly dispersing band. Therefore, an ab initio calculation remains crucial for ARPES studies of new Weyl semimetal candidates. However, it is equally unacceptable to simply show a general agreement between an ARPES spectrum and a calculation. We note that a number of early works claimed to show a Weyl semimetal by ARPES in TaAs and NbP by measuring a Chern number, but those measurements depended on resolving Fermi arcs which clearly fell below any available experimental resolution or spectral linewidth 32, 72, [74] [75] [76] . As a result, those works essentially used a rough, overall agreement between calculation and experiment to claim a Weyl semimetal. A reasonable standard for detection of a Weyl semimetal in ARPES is to consider a set of surface states which can be confirmed in calculation to be topological Fermi arcs and which can be clearly identified in an ARPES spectrum. These Fermi arcs will not always show up as disjoint arcs, but they must satisfy at least one of the four criteria discussed here. (1) The negative LMR was prominent only in the geometry of parallel electric and magnetic fields. This is consistent with the E · B term in the chiral anomaly formulation (Fig. 6c) . (2) The negative LMR did not depend on the electrical current direction with respect to the crystalline axis (Figs. 6a,b) . However, these data are not conclusive.
A number of other effects can also lead to a negative LMR in metals [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] , and some of them 92,95 may show the same systematic dependences as described above. Hence, to achieve an unambiguous proof, further study is needed. One particular phenomenon that may provide stronger evidence is the dependence of the LMR on chemical potential. Because Weyl points are monopoles of Berry curvature, the magnitude of negative LMR is expected to follow a dramatic 1/E 2 F dependence as the Fermi level moves away from the energy of the Weyl points. This E F dependence 97 ( Fig. 6d) can distinguish the chiral anomaly from other negative LMR effects and, therefore, provides a clearer demonstration of the chiral anomaly due to Weyl fermions.
V. OUTLOOK
It has been less than a year since the experimental realization of the first Weyl semimetals, and the field has already evolved dramatically. One topic of recent interest is the realization in a material of a strongly Lorentz-violating Weyl fermion. Traditionally, studies of Weyl fermions in quantum field theory were concerned with applications to particle physics, where Lorentz symmetry is respected. However, low-energy effective field theories in crystals need not satisfy Lorentz invariance, providing a richer variety of allowed theories.
In particular, the form of the dispersion of a Weyl fermion in a crystal has more freedom than in particle physics. Weyl superconductors would be another exciting frontier. The Majorana surface states of a Weyl superconductor can be potentially used for topological qubits. Given the rapid development of the field, it is also quite possible that in a few years, the most exciting frontier will be something not projected here.
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